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Cooking for success

COPING WITH VULNERABILITY

After participating in a month long fast food cooking training organised by the project, Nanda Gurung is
now a happy owner of a fast food shop

In 2003, Nanda married and moved into her
family's joint household in Geruwa Rural
Municipality. Currently, she is operating a
fast-food outlet at her home and filled with
confidence to sustain her everyday expenses,
including educating her two children in any
harsh conditions with the earnings made from
business.
Her family was involved in traditional
agriculture. Flood in the Geruwa Karnali River
had swept away all four bigaha (1 bigaha
= 6772.63 sq. m) of their agriculture land in
Geruwa Rural Municipality. Later, in 2007, she
got separated from the joint family and got
five Kattha (1 Kattha = 338.63 sq. m) of land as
property in family partition.
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After Nanda and her husband got separated
from the joint family, she started commercial
pig farming with a loan from a local
cooperative. The business brought profit for
two years, but it collapsed entirely from the
outbreak of swine influenza. All her 26 pigs
died. However, this considerable loss could not
stop her enthusiasm to find next livelihood
options. Again, she started poultry farming and
is continuing this business. She says, "Although
raising chickens has become a competitive
business, I enjoy doing it and still have more
leisure time to expand the new occupation."
She observed that people visiting the village had
no facility of tea and snacks, and unavailability
of such services had limited options to
organise formal programmes in the village.

She noticed the potential scope of operating
a small fast-food restaurant in the village
but could not gather confidence to start the
new venture. She expressed her interest with
Climate Change and Fragility Project (CCFP)
facilitators to let her participate in a fast-food
and snacks preparation training for operating
a smallfast-food outlet in the village. Finally,
she participated in one month long fast-food
making training organised by Climate Change
and Fragility Project (CCFP) and Nepal Flood
Resilience Project (NFRP).
During the training, she acquired skills to cook
16 different varieties of snacks that further
encouraged her to start the business. Soon after
completing the training, she set up the business
by buying utensils, furniture, gas stove and
cylinder, and other required equipment. Initially,
her husband supported her financially to operate
the fast-food shop. Currently, he is abroad
for employment. She opened her business
on 27 October 2019. "Since I have recently
started my business, I have not maintained the
formal record of daily transactions and profit
calculations, but I sell products worth about NPR
1000 per day," she said. However, she believes
that it is profitable business and she will
continue it with expanding more services.

She looks forward to expanding her
business by starting a homestay when
her husband returns from foreign
employment.
Currently, chowmein, momo, samosa (fried pastry
with a savoury filling of spiced potatoes, onions,
peas, etc.) are snacks on demand at Nanda's fast
food outlet. She often gets orders to supply tea
and snacks for programmes and other formal
gatherings organised by different organisations.
They appreciate her for re-starting her life from
scratch again with the training she attended from
CCFP project in the year 2019.
With a smile on her face, she says, "The project
has provided alternative livelihood option and
empowered me with entrepreneurship skills to
cope with existing vulnerability of flood. And
shift in the occupation has minimised workload,
business risk, and secured profit returns."
Further, she is planning to advertise her work,
register the business at a local government office,
and expand the fast-food services in the nearby
local market. She looks forward to expanding
her business by starting a homestay when her
husband returns from foreign employment.
She is confident with learning new skills and
determined to stop her husband going abroad
again and involve him in the business.
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Taming floods

BUILDING RESILIENCE

Tyuni irrigation canal at Loharpur, Sonaha Tole, Geruwa Rural Municipality-03 after the maintenance

Construction of the concrete retention wall
in Tyuni Kulo (Tyuni Irrigation Canal) saves
10-12 Bigaha of land from flood, protects Gau
Ghar Clinic (an outreach clinic) building and
eliminates the restriction on movement of
58 families of Sonaha community from the
flooding of road.
Tyuni Kulo, an irrigation canal, passes through
Loharpur where Sonaha community do not
have a historical record of canal excavation.
Initially, the canal used to channel runoff water
which was later connected with the Budikulo
Canal that receives water from the Karnali
River. The canal bed lies below the level of
agriculture field. Hence, it is not feasible to
irrigate land in Loharpur from Tyuni Kulo.
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However, it works as an outlet to drain runoff
water. This canal poses a threat in the monsoon
as there is no flow control mechanism, and the
bed is elevated by filling of sediment every year.
In two fiscal years (2018/19 and 2019/20), the
local government-funded construction of two
infrastructures along the canal –Gaun Ghar
Clinic building (an outreach clinic) and a bridge
over the canal. The flood in the canal started
eroding the foundation of the clinic building.
The community initially adopted protection
measures by inserting bamboo fencing check
dam and live bamboo pegs. However, those
structures could not last to stop further
damage. Along with the incurring damage
to the building, every year the canal floods

adjacent road and inundates agriculture land.
People have communicated this problem to
Ward Office and requested for construction of
concrete retention wall in the section between
the bridge and the building. The community
expected the local government support to fix
the problem, but it was not addressed.
Climate Change and Fragility Project (CCFP)
identified that extended support to the
community for construction of the concrete
wall can benefit them in numerous ways. So,
the project facilitated plotting technical design
of the wall, hiring a contractor for supplying
construction materials and allocated financial
support. Likewise, the community initiated the
work by forming a seven-member construction
committee comprising three female and four
male members. The final cost for constructing
a retention wall of dimensions 12.5 m x, 2.10 m
x 25.5 cm was NPR 251,682. Of the total budget,
the community’s in-kind contribution was NPR
25,167 and project investment was NPR 226,515.

This activity has addressed the
dissatisfaction of the community
with the local government.
Ram Awatar Tharu, the chairperson of the
construction committee, expressed his dismay
as: “Instead of supporting, few people blame
that chairperson is an attractive position
for monetary and other benefits. Therefore,
contributing to social development work
voluntarily is challenging, and it escalates
the risk of conflict if such blame is considered
seriously.” Further, he added, “Leading social
work requires patience, negotiation capacity
and communication skills.” The committee has
organised public hearing to make public the
process, progress, and expenses incurred. Now
the construction committee has been dissolved
and a new management committee has been
formed for its operation and maintenance.
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Learning new skills

CONTRIBUTING TO FAMILY INCOME

Santoshi Tharu inside her mushroom shed

Santoshi Tharu from Rajapur Municipality
lives in a joint family, and her husband serves
in Nepal Army deputed in remote hills. She
was able to start up her mushroom farm which
has helped her share the financial burden of
the family.
She feels that mushroom cultivation is a
profitable business but tedious at the time of
preparation since it requires much attention
and sufficient fuel wood to cook straw.
Besides these challenges, Santoshi knows
about attractive earning from mushroom
farming and is happy to contribute to sharing
household expenses with her husband.
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She was engaged in subsistence vegetable
farming as her family does not hold sufficient
land for commercial cultivation. She used to
invest most of her time working in the field.
“Producing vegetable requires much care and
is a laborious task, whereas it’s not certain
whether you’ll make profit since the selling
price is often volatile,” she says. “In addition,
we need to visit the local market, and wait
until it is sold out.”
Therefore, she was looking for alternative
farming options. She received the technical
skills in two-day mushroom farming training
organised by Climate Change and Fragility
Project (CCFP) in Rajapur Municipality.

To set up mushroom farming after the
training, she was provided with 2 kg seeds and
25 pieces of plastic bags used for preparing the
mushroom bed. So far, Santoshi has installed
48 mushroom cylinders. At first, she fixed
up 20 cylinders and succeeded selling more
than 17 kg mushroom at NRs 200 per kg. In
her next attempt, she has placed 24 cylinders
and has already sold two harvests. Regarding
the record-keeping of mushroom yield and
earning, she says, “Demand from neighboring
households is high during the festivals,
but supply quantity to individual buyers is
minimum, so it is hard to maintain the record
of every transaction.”

I am happy to contribute
sharing household expenses
with my husband.
She shares her experience as, “Mushroom
farming does not require much investment,
and they can be grown with locally available
resources in less space. It is a high-value crop.
Nutritious food can be grown with low-cost
production technology, and the farmers can get
a high return within a short interval.”
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Increasing production

LIVING IN PROSPERITY

Nirmala Chaudhary in front of her vegetable farming plastic tunnel

Nirmala Chaudhary lives in Murgauwa
community which is prone to flood from the
Karnali River. She has offered higher education
to her children with the earnings made from
commercial vegetable farming. She is delighted
with her improved economy and says, "I feel
socially and financially secured and neither
need to worry about flood nor depend on
irrigation canal to cultivate my land."
She owns ten Kattha of land, of which five
Kattha is allocated for vegetable farming.
Regular seasonal crops like rice and wheat are
cultivated in fifteen Kattha of leased land. She
says, "There is no problem to sell vegetables
as wholesalers make prior order and collect
them from the farm." Limited water supply in
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the irrigation canal compelled her to install
an electric water pump, which is costly and
requires more time to irrigate the land. Being a
subsistence farmer, she could not accommodate
her livelihood in a traditional farming system
living in the flood-prone area. The flood of 2013
destroyed all her crops and irrigation canal
facility and forced her to switch from regular
farming practices. The same year, she started
vegetable farming and earned NPR. 9.000,
which begin to increase subsequently.
Climate Change and Fragility Project provided
her opportunity to participate in three-day
technical training on vegetable farming. Along
with the training she was happy to receive
farming tools and vegetable seeds. Though she

has experience of vegetable farming, she shares
her participation as,"I learned several technical
skills of vegetable farming which were new
for me." As new technical skills in farming,
she learned to maintain the distance between
the seedlings, prepare raised seedbed, provide
stake to taller plants, prune, maintain ratio for
applying fertilizer, make organic pesticides,
and grow off-season vegetables using plastic
tunnels.
Currently, she has cultivated tomato, chilly,
cabbage, cauliflower, and potato at her farm.
This season she has sold 300 kg of tomatoes
from her farm at NPR 25,000 and earned NPR
5,000 from selling the vegetable seedlings. She
expects to earn more than NPR 100,000 from
selling vegetables in this season only. During
the training she also learned to maintain record
of sales and expenses. Her son and daughter
help her to keep the books.

I can afford quality education for my
children from the earning of vegetable
farming.
Nirmala is illiterate and cannot record the
learning from the training that limits her to
remember it for a longer time. So, in the coming
days, she says she will ask her son to participate
in the training events. After she started to make
good earning from the farming, she transferred
her daughter from public to private school.
Neighbours praise her work as she is leading
the occupation and engaging all her family
members in the farm work.
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Learning for earning

DEVELOPING FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE

Reshmi Chaudhary displaying her products at Rajapur festival

Reshmi Chaudhary is a higher secondary school
student from Murgauwa community. She has
started to earn some money by selling dolls and
doing embroidering work.
For Reshmi, a high school student, it was hard
to manage time both for school and household
work. In spite of being passionate to learn
livelihood skills, she wasn’t able not take out
time for it before this training.
Reshmi started embroidery work and making
dolls from her home after participating in
three-month advanced skill development
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training from Climate Change and Fragility
Project (CCFP) and Nepal Flood Resilience
Project(NFRP).
Reshmi is thankful to the project for providing
training and essential materials for starting
her business. Her neighbours and people in the
village place orders for embroidery work and
dolls. Continuing with her job, she has initiated
training for four people at her house to make
dolls. Reshmi says, "I had to depend on my
parents for my expenses and school fees. But,
I have started to earn some cash that would
minimise the dependency on my parents."

She is in the early phase of formally
turning her learning into an occupation.
However, she believes that she will not
be jobless in the future.
"Now, my family is more supportive and
encourages me to continue with my new skill.
They are now happy to see the number of people
visiting our house with orders to make dolls and
embroidery," says Rashmi.
Rashmi is facing the challenges of finding
market to sell her dolls. She does not have
linkages with the stores to sell and display her
products or mechanism to ensure a buyback
guarantee of her products. However, she has not

lost faith and confidence, and she was planning
to sell the dolls in local festival fair and fete
collectively with her friends.
After the joint-monitoring work of project
intervention from local government, the
Deputy Mayor and Ward Chairperson of
Rajapur Municipality ensured supporting
the stall rental at the Rajapur Festival ( a
local fair). Reshmi along with other four
participants of doll and embroidery training,
were encouraged to sell their products at such
markets. Meanwhile they were able to sell their
products of worth NPR 40,000 during Rajapur
Festival. Now they are also planning to sell
the dolls and embroidery products in other
neighbouring local fairs and fetes.
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Fostering skills

ADAPTING TO THE CHANGES

Banuram Chaudhary attended a three day technical training on vegetable farming where he also learned
the practical measures and benefits of off-seasonal tunnel farming

Banuram Chaudhary, a commercial vegetable
farmer, lives in Bangau of Tikapur Municipality.
His earning from vegetable farming is soaring
nowadays. With the adoption of new farming
technology and skills, his vegetable production
has increased notably.
However, Banuram does not have his own
registered land. Banuram father has verbally
divided 7 Kattha of land between three
brothers equally, which he has possessed over
the years. A small parcel of land, less than 2
Kattha allocated to Banuram, is not sufficient
for commercial vegetable farming. So, he has
leased additional land from his two brothers. In
addition to vegetable farming, he has expanded
the cultivation of regular crops in 2 Bigaha
of rented land. The lack of sufficient land has
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limited his eagerness to expand vegetable
farming.
Banuram dishearteningly shares challenges
of changing climate. Winter rain destroyed
most of his chilly due to poor drainage. At
the same time, inadequate irrigation facility
is another constraint. In addition, there exist
risks of flood from the Karnali River and stray
cattle and blue bulls from the community forest
damaging the crops. He says, "Stray cattle ruin
all year investment if we do not guard our field
regularly."
He does not plant vegetables throughout the
year. His agricultural land gets inundated
every year in the monsoon season due to poor
drainage. With the beginning of the rainy

season, he prepares his land to plant varieties
of rice which ripe earlier than the general
harvesting period. It is easier for him to make
the soil ready for vegetable farming from
August onward.
He has strictly observed the changes in
farming practices. He shares his observation
as: "Farming is getting more mechanised
and technical, and dynamics of the vegetable
market is getting complicated." He shared his
last year's bitter experience of selling vegetables
at reduced prices. Last year buyers were not
willing to buy cabbage even at NPR 2 per kg
while most of the cauliflower rotted in the field.
"Situation has improved this year since the
vegetable price is good and demand is high,"
claims Banuram.

I have learned skills to cope with
the changing climate. I can sustain in
severe conditions with the earning from
vegetable farming.

Although it's been more than 15 years Banuram
is farming vegetables, he could not make
remarkable changes in his life. He participated
in three-day technical training on vegetable
farming organised by Climate Change and
Fragility Project (CCFP). He learned preparing
vegetable seedbed, maintaining distance between
the seedlings, minimising the use of chemical
fertilisers, providing stake to each taller plant for
more yield. He was also provided with vegetable
seeds and agricultural tools. "We were not willing
to install the plastic tunnel initially. Later we
learnt the practical measures and benefits of offseasonal farming in the tunnel. Now, all farmers
are convinced to install tunnels, and our earning
is rising," says Banuram.
This year he has planted tomato, cabbage,
chilly, radish, beans, and cauliflower. He has
sold 462 Kg of cabbage at NPR 18,900. He
expects to increase production with the new
skills he learned from training and says, "My
earning will surge this year compared to last
year's total earnings of NPR 90,000."
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Facilitating irrigation

SUSTAINING THE FARMING SYSTEM

Uchha Anarwa Irrigation Canal rehabilitation at Anarwa, Tikapur Municipality
initiate the renovation of the irrigation canal.
No authority was willing to facilitate irrigation
services. We are small holder farmers and our
voice is hardly addressed."
The small holder farmers from Anarwa
Community have regained access to water for
irrigating their agricultural lands after the
reconstruction of Uchha Anarwa Irrigation
Canal. It has benefited 212 households and
irrigates more than 500 Bigaha of land.
Although the construction history of the canal
is unknown, people remember their effort
invested in the maintenance of the canal. This
canal is the oldest and only surface water
irrigation system, which was washed out by the
flood of Karnali River in 2008. Damage of the
canal has attributed to the deterioration of the
old irrigation facilities which has affected the
entire farming practices of Arnawa Community.
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After the damage to the canal, as an alternative,
the pumping of underground water increased.
The cost of setting up a pumping system has
increased investment in the farming sector.
Farmers pay NPR 300 per hour as a rental
charge for operating a privately-owned
pumping system. However, the yield was also
in a declining trend. The facility of the deep
tubewell has been expanded. However, the
service was not sufficient to irrigate all the land
due to inadequate distribution of facilities.
There was no immediate response for the
temporary restoration of the damaged canal
and the community await funding from the
Irrigation Project and Local Government. A
member from the construction committee
explains, "It took nearly more than a decade to

Tika Ram Chaudhary, the chairperson of the
construction committee, remembered past
days and said, "After the damage of the canal, I
was scared and worried about parenting as our
livelihood completely relied on farming."
Climate Change and Fragility Project (CCFP)
has supported the community to construct
a 50-metre long concrete canal through a
community level construction committee.
Seven-member Anarwa Kulo Nirman Samiti
(Anarwa Irrigation Canal Construction
Committee) has taken the lead to construct the
canal with financial and technical support from
the project. The vendor hired by the project
provides construction materials. The total
cost of construction was NPR 1,369,519, out of

which the project supported NPR 931,939 and
community in-kind contribution amount was
NPR 437580. The committee has been further
collaborating with Rani Jamara Kularriya
Irrigation Project and local government to clean
a 2 km long section of the canal.

Construction of a damaged section of the
canal is expected to resolve the issue of canal
encroachment by private infrastructure in
nearby expanding local markets and will
ease the year-round irrigation.
Further, it will help to minimise the cost of
farming, increase productivity, and motivate
farmers to engage in off-seasonal farming of
vegetables and fruits. The committee expressed
their gratitude to CCFP for the support and
expressed their commitment to regular
maintenance of the irrigation canal for the
sustainability of the farming system.
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Developing capacity

EMPOWERING WOMEN

Jineshi Chaudhary is now operating small fast food shop after participating in a month long fast food
cooking training organised by the project

The opportunity to participate in the
fast-food training enabled me to start
the new occupation.
Jineshi Chaudhary was previously a bonded
labour. However, today she is an independent
bread winner for her family. She runs a Kirana
Pasal (a mom and pop store) and a fast-food
outlet in her neighbourhood. After adding
fast-food service, her Kirana Pasal business has
increased since customer coming for snacks also
buy goods from the shop.
After the abolition of Kamaiya (bonded labour)
System in July 2000, the government provided
Jineshi’s family with four Kattha of land in
Baklauwa. She then moved to Baklauwa
(currently Janaki Rural Municipality, ward-09)
in 2002. She started to raise three goats given
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by her brother. For two years, she reared the
goats, but she could not make enough money to
support her family. She then managed to open a
Kirana Pasal by selling her goats in 2004.
Then Climate Change and Fragility Project
(CCFP) came to her rescue. The CCFP initiated
providing training to climate-vulnerable people
like her who do not have ample resources to
cope with climate risks. For such families, the
project initiated to improve their livelihood
options by providing technical skills. Women
were prioritized for training on skilledbased livelihood activities to minimize their
dependency on forest, water, and land resources.

After the completion of one-month training on
making fast-food, Jineshi immediately started
her new business along with the Kirana Pasal. It
added her workload, but it was not complicated
for her to operate both the businesses together.
She learnt to prepare 24 types of snacks that are
popular in the village. They are: tea, chowmein,
momo, samosa (fried pastry with a savoury
filling of spiced potatoes, onions, peas, etc.),
pakora (a crisp fried snack made with gram
flour, spices and other ingredients like onion or
veggies). "The opportunity to participate in the
fast-food making training enabled me to start
the new occupation," she said. She remembers
her husband suggested to learn the art of making
food and snacks for expanding their business.
However, she was unaware of attaining such
skills, so she thanks CCFP for providing a
breakthrough to make it happen finally.

She says, "No one had introduced fast–food
business in the village, but after the training,
there are four such businesses in operation and
this has increased the competition." Jineshi
has not maintained any formal record of her
business transactions and profit calculations,
but on average she has been earning a gross
income of NPR 1200 from this business.
However, she saves her everyday earning with
a local cooperatives ranging from NPR 200 to
500 per day. She has observed two significant
challenges for expanding her business, one is
with preserving food in the summer season,
and the other is the need for additional money.
With the beginning of summer season, she has
to purchase a refrigerator. She must increase
the number of utensils to serve more people at
official meetings and programmes. To address
both of her problems, she requires additional
investment.
She wants to expand and continue with her
business in the future and says, "This is easy
occupation with respect to my age and health."
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Managing forest

RESTORING THE ECOSYSTEM

Plantation and fencing work supported by the project in Karnali Corridor Community Forest, Janaki
Rural Municipality-09

Karnali Corridor Community Forest User Group
(CFUG) was legally registered on 20 June 2018.
The forest management practice in community
forest has alleviated open grazing and storing
of construction materials for personal use. The
initiation of planting timber and non-timber
saplings by the CFUG will support in forest
conservation, minimise land encroachment,
and will pay off economically in the long run.
Karnali Corridor Community Forest was formed
with the unification of three community forests
(Sasakta Mahila, Kailash Dham, and Kalika
Devi). The government initiated to merge all
three forests to protect it and to eliminate the
dual membership of forest users. It covers an
area of 300.23 ha, which is mostly dominated
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by the Sal forest (Shorearo busta). There are
432 households listed as users of community
forest from Janaki Rural Municipality’s wards 8
and 9. The executive committee of 11 members
comprises four females and seven male
members. The CFUG has recently endorsed its
constitution and operation plan. For sustainable
management of forest resources, a scientific
forest management plan of 80 years has been
prepared by the CFUG in technical and financial
support from Division Forest Office.
A decade long Maoist insurgency had halted
proper management of community forest and
destruction was rampant. It took long for the
community to adhere to the government norms
for providing community forest with legal

status. Since Karnali Corridor CFUG is recently
reformed community-managed forest, it lacks
adequate resources to reinstate impaired forest
ecology. Climate Change and Fragility Project
(CCFP) has initiated to restore the degraded
forest area by providing support for plantation
and fencing.

Project intervention has sensitised
forest users to participate in forest
management activities and developed
a feeling of ownership.
The project has supported to plant 3800
seedlings of teak ( Tectona grandis), cinnamon
(Cinnamomum verum), drumstick (Moringa

oleifera), rattan cane (Bet), eucalyptus and
bamboo, along with 570-metre barbed wire
fencing. In total, NPR 492,052 was invested by
the project and community forest for plantation
and fencing purposes. The project has further
facilitated reviewing the operation plan of the
community forest and suggested rectifying
measures in addressing climate change
implication.
Govinda Bista, the chairperson of the
community forest, says, "Our community
forest has been recently registered. So we need
enormous support for sustaining with proper
implementation of operation plan, and CCFP
has contributed in the incipient phase of forest
management."
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Strengthening institutional functions

MAINSTREAMING CLIMATE ACTION

Interaction workshop on“Climate Fragility Risk Assessment Tools” along with municipal authorities, ward
representatives and other stakeholders

Practical Action, with financial assistance from
the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP), has been executing Climate Change
and Fragility Project (CCFP) in Nepal since
January 2019. The project aims to build
community resilience to climate change
fragility risk in selected 17 communities of four
municipalities in Kailali and Bardiya districts.

The project has established a notable
partnership for facilitating the adaptation
needs of the community. The project
interventions have strengthened the local
institutions' functions in shaping the action
measures for responding to climate change
fragility. Thus, developing better local
institutional performance for adaptation has
expanded the intermediary scope for external
support to resilience building.
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It has attained results in developing a dispute
resolution mechanism. Integrating natural
resource governance, prioritising vulnerable
communities for enhancing their diverse
livelihood options, and strengthening the ability
of public sector institutions, civil society based
informal institutions and private market-based
institutions to participate in the governance
of natural resources for building resilience to
climate change fragility risk are few measurable
achievements.
So far, the project has extended its services
to 2,599 climate vulnerable households,
benefitting the population of 14,169 (7,039
female). Institutional cooperation has been
set up within national and sub-national
governments along with other coordination
mechanisms at district, municipality, and

community levels. The project has developed
coordination mechanism with District
Coordination Committee (DCC), District
Disaster Management Committee (DDMC),
Palika Level Disaster and Climate Resilience
Committees (LDCRC), Community Based
Disaster Management Committee (CDMCs),
Community Forest User Groups (CFUGs), water
user groups, women's groups, and farmers'
cooperatives. Learning on strengthening
institutional functions for climate action has
been summarised on four different headings
below.
Community Mobilization
Climate vulnerable people have been sensitised
on climate change fragility risk, 0coping
measures adopted at the household, and
community levels for addressing the issues of
climate change and resource use competition.
Community mobilisation (17 communities) has
promoted participatory approach for decision
making and implementation of adaptation
need for harmonious transformation. For this,
the project has engaged the community in
identifying their climate risks and associated
conflict dynamics.

Restructuring and functioning of community
level institutions like Community level
Disaster Management Committee (CDMC)
to Community level Disaster and Climate
Resilience Committee (CDCRC) are expected
to integrate the aspect of climate change and
fragility risks. This rearrangement will provide
a common platform for the community to
dialogue on various agenda related to climate
change and disaster risk management, user
committee formation, community level
participatory planning, coordination with
concerned agencies, and organising issue-based
meeting regarding resource use competition
and climate fragility risk
Institutional Partnership for Facilitating
Adaptation Need of Community
Collaboration with local institutions has
promoted adaptation responses of climate
fragile community involving in livelihoods
diversification as well as mobilisation and use
of resources that are held collectively during
times of scarcity. Institutional partnerships
have been realised as crucial for local
adaptation practices in enhancing institutional
processes through which adaptation occurs.
23

Institutions face many challenges in dealing
with the complexity of climate change
due to capacity constraints, and respond
to these challenges by building a cordial
relationship between the local community, local
governments and other relevant stakeholders.
The partnership has stimulated the local
government institutional mechanism to
enhance dialogue. The local government and
vulnerable communities have collaborated
for addressing the adaptation need, including
issue-based agenda on resource use
competition. These mechanisms are conveying
discourse information within government
institutions, between the communities,
policymakers, and other agencies through
planning, organising and delivering the
integrated aspects of resilience building.
This partnership is expected to channel
government funding and organise the
collective effort in dealing with climate
change fragility risks. Technical and financial
support in preparing ward level Local Disaster
and Climate Resilience Plan (LDCRP) will
administer the local government and other
development agencies to build synergy to
action on sustainable livelihood and adopting
adaptation action.
Project results have inspired public institutions
to incorporate the best practices from project
in their development process. This has further
helped for integrating our lessons into policies
and practices at local levels. Further it will
strengthen community resilience against
climate change fragility risk and would
establish the opportunity of partnership for
leveraging funds in the future. Moreover, it
has widened the scope of policy influence in
mainstreaming climate change in government
development agenda.
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Enhancing the Capacity of Local Institutions
for Climate Capabilities
Capacity development of local institutions
has broadened the relationship between
communities, government, and other relevant
stakeholders. Further, it has helped broadening
their function within and among the local
institutions to allocate resources in dealing
with climate change and disaster risks.
Local institutions participate in developing
sustainable livelihood, climate change
adaptation and peace-building processes for
minimising climate fragility of a vulnerable
community. It has engaged local institutions
to frame the impact of climate change on the
community, act as intermediaries for expanding
external support to adaptation and transformed
community capabilities to respond to climate
fragility. These contexts have been materialised
through broader participation of stakeholders
in capacity development-driven activities.
Local institutions have developed an
understanding of the social and political
implications of climate change and addressing
the issues through sustainable livelihood and
adaptation measures for peace-building. The
project facilitated orientation and training for
people's representatives from local government,
community-level institutions (CDCRC/CFUG),
government agencies, and other relevant
stakeholders for involving them in issues of
climate change issues through planning and
mainstreaming them in policy dialogue.
Climate change sensitisation for children
and youth has encouraged them to change
their attitude and behaviour to adapt to the
climate crisis. It aimed to educate the society
through transforming knowledge into home,
community, and professional spheres as
they enter the workforce. Children and youth

(around 635) were educated on climate change
risk to understand climate change, its cause,
the way it affects our livelihood, and approach
to adapt to the impact.
More comprehensive consultations at the local
level have brought concerned stakeholders
together to discuss and identify the possible
strengths to act for the vulnerable community.
These consultations have identified the
prominent issues of land tenure, drivers of
land-use change and policy measures of local
government in land management. Similarly,
interaction programme related to market
system management has presented the
situation of existing market systems, related
policy measures of the local government,
contemporary issues of the market system
and further action needed for easing access to
vulnerable community.
Developing and Localising Research Action
for Climate Resilience
Research developed at the local level has
correlated the issues of climate fragility to
identify the climate actions in connecting
knowledge and decision-making process.
Different research conducted at the project site
has supported stakeholders for a joint effort
to mobilise climate actions with technical and
analytical guidance.
Market system assessment has enhanced
bridging the knowledge and decisionmaking process for identifying the linkage
of target communities and their products
with the market. The study on preparation
of land use plan has prepared the GIS based
land use maps of four rural/municipalities
as well as reviewed local policies and

practices on land use, land use change and
land management considering climate
change fragility risks and provided
recommendations for the improvement in
legislation and practices leading to reduce
conflict among communities because of
the land use change.Review of local and
federal government policies and practices
concerning responding to climate change
has drawn recommendations for legislation
and practice improvement. Assessment of
community managed forest management
plans recommends for potential provisions
to be integrated into forest management
operation plans from the perspective of
climate fragility risk.
Similarly, the study of climate change
fragility analysis of the project sites
suggests incorporating the findings into
the local government development process.
Implementation of recommendations
is likely to capacitate local government
to develop climate change adaptation
and risk mitigation strategy with gender
mainstreaming, strengthening DRR and
Climate Change section with hiring the
technically capable persons.
The overall findings prescribe to operate
coordinating mechanisms at the government
level. Such mechanism addresses the
adaptation need of community, builds up
market access of climate-vulnerable people,
establishes land governance, integrates
climate change component in the forest
management plan, constructs genderfriendly and disabled-friendly shelter
homes and, mainstreams climate changerelated interventions in local government
development plan and policies.
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BIG
CHANGE
starts small
Practical Action is a global change-making group. It consists of a UK registered charity with
community projects in Africa, Asia and Latin America, an independent publishing company and a
technical consulting service.
It combines these specialisms to multiply its impact and help shape a world that works better for
everyone. In Nepal, Practical Action is focused on putting ingenious ideas into work to contribute to
poverty reduction and sustainable wellbeing through working in three expertise change areas: energy
that transforms, farming that works and resilience that protects.

Practical Action in Nepal
House No. 1114, Lazimpat
Kathmandu, Nepal
Telephone: +977 1 4423 639/4423 640
Fax: +977 1 442 3632
E-mail: info@practicalaction.org.np
Web: www.practicalaction.org
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